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During the inflammatory response, leukocytes 
are recruited into the affected tissue through a 
series of tightly regulated and mechanistically 
distinct interactions with the vascular endothe-
lium (Ley et al., 2007; Muller, 2011). The final 
step, in which leukocytes traverse the endothe-
lium by squeezing between two tightly opposed 
endothelial cells, is called transendothelial mi-
gration (TEM). In contrast to events upstream 
of TEM (e.g., leukocyte rolling or adhesion), 
TEM is generally irreversible and is thus con-
sidered an ideal target for antiinflammatory 
therapeutic intervention.

Several endothelial adhesion molecules and 
their intracellular signaling mechanisms have 
been demonstrated to regulate TEM (Muller, 
2011). One such adhesion molecule is platelet/
endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM). 
PECAM is an immunoglobulin superfamily 

transmembrane protein localized to endothelial 
cell–cell borders and expressed diffusely on the 
surface of leukocytes (Muller, 1992). Homo-
philic interactions between leukocyte and en-
dothelial PECAM are required for TEM (Muller 
et al., 1993). Immunological or genetic inhibi-
tion of these interactions greatly attenuates 
TEM both in vitro and in vivo (Muller et al., 
1993; Bogen et al., 1994; Berman et al., 1996; 
Mamdouh et al., 2003; Schenkel et al., 2004; 
Dasgupta et al., 2010).

PECAM and other adhesion molecules that 
regulate TEM, like CD99, poliovirus receptor 
(PVR), and junctional adhesion molecule-A 
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Leukocyte transendothelial migration (TEM) is a tightly regulated, multistep process that is 
critical to the inflammatory response. A transient increase in endothelial cytosolic free 
calcium ion concentration (↑[Ca2+]i) is required for TEM. However, the mechanism by which 
endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i regulates TEM and the channels mediating this ↑[Ca2+]i are unknown. 
Buffering ↑[Ca2+]i in endothelial cells does not affect leukocyte adhesion or locomotion but 
selectively blocks TEM, suggesting a role for ↑[Ca2+]i specifically for this step. Transient 
receptor potential canonical 6 (TRPC6), a Ca2+ channel expressed in endothelial cells, 
colocalizes with platelet/endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM) to surround leuko-
cytes during TEM and clusters when endothelial PECAM is engaged. Expression of  
dominant-negative TRPC6 or shRNA knockdown in endothelial cells arrests neutrophils 
apically over the junction, similar to when PECAM is blocked. Selectively activating endo-
thelial TRPC6 rescues TEM during an ongoing PECAM blockade, indicating that TRPC6 
functions downstream of PECAM. Furthermore, endothelial TRPC6 is required for traffick-
ing of lateral border recycling compartment membrane, which facilitates TEM. Finally, mice 
lacking TRPC6 in the nonmyeloid compartment (i.e., endothelium) exhibit a profound defect 
in neutrophil TEM with no effect on leukocyte trafficking. Our findings identify endothelial 
TRPC6 as the calcium channel mediating the ↑[Ca2+]i required for TEM at a step down-
stream of PECAM homophilic interactions.

© 2015 Weber et al. This article is distributed under the terms of an Attribution–
Noncommercial–Share Alike–No Mirror Sites license for the first six months 
after the publication date (see http://www.rupress.org/terms). After six months  
it is available under a Creative Commons License (Attribution–Noncommercial– 
Share Alike 3.0 Unported license, as described at http://creativecommons.org/ 
licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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are genetically deficient for TRPC6 do not support TEM, 
wherein neutrophils are arrested on the luminal surface of 
endothelial cells at the site of inflammation, similar to what is 
observed in our in vitro model. Collectively, these data high-
light a novel and critical role for endothelial TRPC6 during 
the inflammatory response and provide new insight into 
PECAM-mediated signaling.

RESULTS
Chelation of cytosolic free Ca2+ in endothelial cells 
attenuates leukocyte TEM
Several laboratories have demonstrated that buffering cyto-
solic calcium in endothelial cells blocks leukocyte TEM but 
not leukocyte adhesion to the apical surface of the endothe-
lium (Huang et al., 1993; Etienne-Manneville et al., 2000;  
Su et al., 2000; Kielbassa-Schnepp et al., 2001; Carman and 
Springer, 2004). However, the mechanism by which endo-
thelial ↑[Ca2+]i regulates TEM has not yet been established.

To dissect this signaling pathway, we first verified that 
we could reproduce previously published results using our 
standard quantitative endpoint TEM assay. Freshly isolated 
human leukocytes were incubated with HUVECs cultured 
on a three-dimensional (3D) collagen matrix and allowed to 
transmigrate for a specified amount of time (Muller et al., 
1993; Lou et al., 2007; Muller and Luscinskas, 2008). Subse-
quent to fixation and Wright-Giemsa staining, hundreds of 
leukocytes were scored based on their position relative to the 
endothelium (i.e., above or below). We determined that load-
ing endothelial cells with at least 20 µM of the calcium chela-
tor 1,2-Bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N,N-tetraacetic 
acid tetrakis(acetoxymethyl ester) (BAPTA-AM) was enough 
to effectively buffer the ↑[Ca2+]i induced by histamine (Fig. 1 a).  
In agreement with previously published data (Huang et al.,  
1993; Etienne-Manneville et al., 2000; Su et al., 2000;  
Kielbassa-Schnepp et al., 2001; Carman and Springer, 2004), 
pretreating HUVECs with BAPTA-AM attenuated neu-
trophil (Fig. 1 b) and monocyte (Fig. 1 d) TEM by >50% 
without affecting apical adhesion (Fig. 1 c). Furthermore, the 
extent of the TEM blockade by BAPTA was similar to that 
of anti-PECAM for both neutrophils and monocytes. When 
BAPTA treatment and anti-PECAM blocking Ab were used 
simultaneously, an additive blockade in TEM was not observed  
(Fig. 1, b and d), suggesting that endothelial PECAM signal-
ing and endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i may be involved in the same 
signaling pathway that governs TEM.

We next sought to verify that the block in TEM was in 
fact caused by BAPTA-AM retained in the HUVECs and 
not a result of residual BAPTA-AM eluting out of the colla-
gen matrix and affecting the leukocytes. HUVEC monolay-
ers were pretreated with BAPTA-AM and then incubated 
with fresh media for 15 min to simulate the time used in our 
endpoint TEM assay. The eluate was recovered from these 
monolayers and used to resuspend neutrophils for the TEM 
assay. As expected, neutrophils resuspended in BAPTA-AM 
eluate did not display any defect in TEM (Fig. 1 e), indicating 
that our observed TEM-blocking phenotype is indeed caused 

(JAM-A), partially reside in a unique endothelial organelle 
called the lateral border recycling compartment (LBRC; 
Mamdouh et al., 2003, 2009). The LBRC consists of many 
interconnected 50-nm tubulovesicular membrane structures 
located beneath the plasma membrane at endothelial borders. 
During TEM, LBRC membrane traffics to surround the trans-
migrating leukocyte in a process known as targeted recycling 
(Mamdouh et al., 2003, 2008, 2009; Dasgupta et al., 2009; 
Sullivan et al., 2014; Winger et al., 2014). Local enrichment 
of LBRC provides the transmigrating leukocyte with a pool 
of unligated adhesion molecules, like PECAM and CD99, as 
well as additional surface area on which to migrate. Targeted 
recycling is also believed to help maintain endothelial barrier 
function during TEM in spite of transient displacement of 
adherens and tight junction proteins (Winger et al., 2014). 
Initial leukocyte–endothelial PECAM homophilic interac-
tions and kinesin trafficking along microtubules are required 
for trafficking of LBRC, as blocking these processes inhibits 
targeted recycling (Mamdouh et al., 2003, 2008). However, 
other signaling mechanisms that govern targeted recycling 
have yet to be elucidated.

In addition to PECAM and targeted recycling, several 
other endothelial signaling events have been implicated in 
TEM. A transient increase in endothelial cytosolic free cal-
cium ion concentration (↑[Ca2+]i) is one such signal. Pharma-
cological chelation of endothelial Ca2+ during TEM results in 
a phenotype in which leukocytes adhere normally to the api-
cal surface of endothelial cells but are unable to transmigrate 
across (Huang et al., 1993; Etienne-Manneville et al., 2000; 
Su et al., 2000; Kielbassa-Schnepp et al., 2001; Carman and 
Springer, 2004). Interestingly, the block in TEM observed 
upon endothelial Ca2+ chelation is phenotypically similar to 
blocking PECAM homophilic interactions with primary 
antibody (Ab; Muller et al., 1993), suggesting that these two 
processes might be related. The effects of endothelial Ca2+ 
chelation have been reproducible in various cell culture sys-
tems, but the source of ↑[Ca2+]i, which calcium channels are 
involved, and other mechanistic details are still unclear.

Endothelial cells express a subclass of transient receptor 
potential (TRP) ion channels that are activated directly by 
diacylglycerol (DAG; Hofmann et al., 1999), of which TRP 
canonical 6 (TRPC6) is the most highly expressed (Paria 
et al., 2004; Yip et al., 2004). TRPC6 is a nonselective cation 
channel that is fivefold more permeable to Ca2+ than Na+ 
(Hofmann et al., 1999; Dietrich et al., 2003; Shi et al., 2004). 
Endothelial TRPC6 has been demonstrated to play an im-
portant role in regulating endothelial permeability in response 
to various cytokines and inflammatory mediators (Leung et al., 
2006; Singh et al., 2007; Sel et al., 2008; Tauseef et al.,  
2012; Weissmann et al., 2012), but its role during leukocyte– 
endothelial interactions has not yet been investigated.

In the present study, we demonstrate that TRPC6 is the 
long-sought calcium channel responsible for the ↑[Ca2+]i that is 
required for TEM. TRPC6 functions downstream of PECAM–
PECAM interactions to recruit the LBRC during both neu-
trophil and monocyte TEM. Mice whose endothelial cells 
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including thrombin- and bradykinin receptor–induced de-
creases in endothelial barrier integrity and TLR4 signaling 
(Leung et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2007; Sel et al., 2008; Tauseef 
et al., 2012; Weissmann et al., 2012). Many pathways that 
govern endothelial permeability intersect with those that 
govern TEM. Thus, we hypothesized that TRPC6 may be 
the channel regulating ↑[Ca2+]i during TEM.

We attempted to determine the localization of endoge-
nous TRPC6 by immunofluorescence; however, none of the 
several anti-TRPC6 Abs we could find were suitable for im-
munofluorescence. Despite robust staining on Western blots, 
they either did not stain or produced high background and 
artifactual staining in endothelial cells (not depicted). We cir-
cumvented this problem by expressing tagged versions of 
TRPC6 to determine its cellular distribution, similar to other 
groups (Cayouette et al., 2004; Reiser et al., 2005; Fleming 
et al., 2007; Möller et al., 2007; Horinouchi et al., 2012; Liu 
et al., 2012; Thilo et al., 2012a; Lei et al., 2014). HUVECs 
expressing mCherry-tagged TRPC6 were used to determine 
localization of the channel both at rest and during leukocyte 
TEM. Fig. 3 a demonstrates strong junctional localization of 
TRPC6, similar to many other proteins that are relevant to 
TEM (e.g., PECAM, CD99, JAM-A, and PVR). The pres-
ence of perinuclear TRPC6-mCherry in these images may 
be caused by incomplete processing of exogenous protein in 
the endoplasmic reticulum or protein trapped in endo- or 
exocytic recycling vesicles (Lei et al., 2014). Interestingly, 
during TEM, endothelial TRPC6 colocalizes with PECAM 
and surrounds transmigrating monocytes (Fig. 3 b) and neu-
trophils (not depicted). This is in stark contrast to proteins 
that comprise the adherens and tight junctions, which instead 
separate to form a gap at the site of TEM (Allport et al., 2000; 
Shaw et al., 2001; Su et al., 2002; Winger et al., 2014).

During TEM, adhesion molecules expressed on the  
endothelial surface, like PECAM and CD99, participate in 

by BAPTA-AM that is retained in the HUVECs and not by 
effects on the leukocyte.

Endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i is required for LBRC targeted recycling
Because PECAM interactions and ↑[Ca2+]i appear to act in 
the same signaling pathway, we hypothesized that endothelial 
↑[Ca2+]i might be downstream of PECAM signaling. To ad-
dress this question, we performed our standard targeted recy-
cling assay (Mamdouh et al., 2003, 2008, 2009). To avoid 
bias in our interpretation, all leukocytes in contact with the 
endothelium were examined, not just the ones that appeared 
to be undergoing TEM. In control HUVECs, 60–70% of 
adherent leukocytes were surrounded by LBRC membrane, 
signifying that targeted recycling had occurred. In contrast, 
HUVEC pretreatment with BAPTA-AM impaired targeted 
recycling by 50% for neutrophils (Fig. 2, a and b) and 
70% for monocytes (Fig. 2 e). Leukocytes that were arrested 
as a result of endothelial BAPTA-AM loading displayed a 
phenotype similar to that of anti-PECAM blockade, in that 
they were apically adherent at endothelial junctions (Fig. 2, c 
and d) but were unable to transmigrate across (Fig. 2 a). These 
results suggest that ↑[Ca2+]i is downstream of endothelial 
PECAM signaling during leukocyte TEM and is required for 
LBRC targeted recycling.

TRPC6 colocalizes with PECAM at endothelial cell–cell borders 
and is recruited with PECAM to anti-PECAM–coated 
polystyrene beads
TRPC6 is a ubiquitously expressed, nonselective, tetrameric 
cation channel that is fivefold more permeable to Ca2+ than 
Na+ (Hofmann et al., 1999; Dietrich and Gudermann, 2007). 
Unlike other Ca2+ channels, TRPC6 and isoforms TRPC3 
and 7 are activated directly by DAG in a receptor-operated 
fashion (Hofmann et al., 1999). In endothelial cells, TRPC6 
has been implicated in various inflammatory signaling pathways, 

Figure 1. Chelation of cytosolic free Ca2+ in en-
dothelial cells attenuates leukocyte TEM. (a) HUVECs 
were simultaneously loaded with 2.5 µM Fura-2-AM 
and either 20 µM BAPTA-AM or vehicle (DMSO). 
Changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration in response 
to 10 µM histamine were quantified as described in 
Materials and methods. The plot displays mean ± SEM 
of the fluorescence/baseline fluorescence (F/F0) of three 
independent experiments. At least 100 total cells were 
individually quantified for each condition. (b–d) Freshly 
isolated human neutrophils (b and c) or monocytes (d) 
in the presence or absence of anti-PECAM were added 
to HUVECs that were pretreated with 20 µM BAPTA-AM 
or vehicle. (e) Eluate control experiments were per-
formed as previously described (Mamdouh et al., 2008). 
In brief, BAPTA-AM eluate collected from BAPTA-AM–
treated HUVECs was used to resuspend neutrophils, and 
their ability to transmigrate was subsequently assessed. 
(b–e) Data represent the mean ± SEM of at least three 
independent experiments in which each condition was 
tested in triplicate. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 
(one- or two-way ANOVA).
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TRPC6 also recruited PECAM (not depicted). The recruit-
ment of TRPC6 to beads coated with PECAM Ab was specific 
because beads coated with Abs against nonimmune mouse 
IgG, MHC class I (MHC I), and ICAM-1 recruited neither 
PECAM nor TRPC6 (Fig. 3, c and d). Anti-PECAM beads 
failed to recruit vascular endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin) 
away from the junction (Fig. 3 c), nor did they recruit CD99, 
CD47, or intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1; Fig. 3, 
e and f). These data indicate that recruitment to anti-PECAM 
beads may be specific to TRPC6, as other endothelial surface 
molecules known to surround transmigrating leukocytes 
were not recruited. These data further implicate TRPC6 as a 
potentially relevant Ca2+ channel during TEM and highlight 
a unique signaling event in which PECAM homophilic in-
teractions lead to recruitment and enrichment of TRPC6.

Activation of endothelial TRPC6 is sufficient to rescue TEM and 
targeted recycling in neutrophils blocked by anti-PECAM Ab
Based on the data presented thus far, we speculated that en-
dothelial ↑[Ca2+]i during TEM may be mediated by TRPC6 
at a step downstream of leukocyte–endothelial PECAM 
homophilic interactions. If this were the case, we might expect  
to overcome a block in TEM imposed by anti-PECAM Ab 
by activating a step distal to the PECAM-regulated step. To 
more specifically address this question, we devised an experi-
ment in which neutrophil TEM was first blocked by anti-
PECAM Ab. We then added 10 µM of DAG analogue and 
TRPC6 agonist 1-Oleoyl-2-acetyl-sn-glycerol (OAG) or 
vehicle control (DMSO) to the monolayers to test whether 

homophilic interactions with their cognate receptor mole-
cules on leukocytes (Muller, 2011). These interactions and 
their resulting signaling components are not global, but rather 
spatially restricted to areas around the leukocyte. Further-
more, these interactions are required for TEM and targeted 
recycling (Muller, 2011).

Although PECAM and TRPC6 colocalize at the junction 
and around transmigrating leukocytes, it was unclear whether 
this colocalization was functionally or physiologically relevant. 
To more closely examine the spatial relationship between 
PECAM and TRPC6, we used an assay in which PECAM 
Ab–coated polystyrene beads were allowed to interact with 
the endothelium, much like leukocytes do during TEM. As 
in a previous study, the coated beads provided high concen-
trations of a given ligand to the endothelial surface and  
allowed for identification and analysis of molecules recruited 
to the area around the bead independent of other molecules 
that might be expressed or secreted by the leukocyte (Sullivan 
et al., 2013).

As expected, after 20 min, 50% of all anti-PECAM–
coated beads recruited endothelial PECAM to concentrate at 
the bead perimeter and 35% of anti-PECAM beads also re-
cruited endothelial TRPC6 (Fig. 3, c and d). Because the 
timing of this assay was optimized for PECAM recruitment, 
we expected to observe PECAM recruited at a higher per-
centage compared with other proteins. Temporal differences 
in protein recruitment may account for the small gap be-
tween PECAM and TRPC6 recruitment percentage. Impor-
tantly, nearly all of the anti-PECAM beads that recruited 

Figure 2. Endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i is required for LBRC 
targeted recycling. (a–e) Freshly isolated neutrophils (a–d) 
or monocytes (e) were added to HUVEC monolayers that 
were pretreated with vehicle (DMSO) or 20 µM BAPTA-AM. 
LBRC trafficking (a, b, and e), neutrophil adhesion (c), and 
neutrophil crawling (d) were assessed using our targeted 
recycling assay, as described in Materials and methods. Rep-
resentative images (a) demonstrate targeted recycling to the 
site of neutrophil TEM (bars, 10 µm). Arrows denote the site 
where LBRC is or should be enriched. Insets in a are orthogo-
nal (XZ) projections of the arrested neutrophil with respect 
to the endothelial monolayer (dashed line at the position 
shown in the merged images). Data represent the mean ± 
SEM of at least three independent experiments in which each 
condition was tested in triplicate. *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 
(Student’s t test).
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10 µM Hyp9 exhibited ↑[Ca2+]i, which could be ablated by 
monolayer pretreatment with BAPTA-AM (Fig. 4 a). As 
shown in Fig. 4 c, addition of Hyp9 to HUVECs signifi-
cantly rescued TEM in the anti-PECAM–blocked neutrophils, 
whereas addition of vehicle alone did not, similar to results 
obtained with OAG. Monolayers that were pretreated with 
BAPTA-AM before Hyp9 treatment did not support TEM 
(Fig. 4 c), indicating that the ability of Hyp9 to rescue TEM 
is dependent on endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i and not caused by off-
target effects. Additionally, Hyp9 and OAG had little effect on 
transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER) compared with 

↑[Ca2+]i could rescue TEM by bypassing the PECAM block-
ade. Interestingly, neutrophils and monocytes that were 
arrested with anti-PECAM resumed and completed TEM 
upon endothelial stimulation with OAG (not depicted).

Although OAG is a potent TRPC6 agonist, it is also capa-
ble of activating TRPC3 and 7 and protein kinase C (PKC), 
all of which are naturally activated by DAG. Therefore, to more 
precisely examine the role of TRPC6 during TEM, we re-
peated these experiments using Hyp9, a highly selective TRPC6 
agonist that has no effect on TRPC3 or 7 at the concentra-
tion that we used (Leuner et al., 2010). HUVECs exposed to 

Figure 3. TRPC6 colocalizes with PECAM at endothelial cell–cell borders and is recruited with PECAM to anti-PECAM–coated polystyrene 
beads. (a and b) HUVECs were transduced with adenovirus expressing mCherry-tagged TRPC6 for 72 h. Monolayers were then immunostained with anti-
PECAM (a) and anti-CD18 (b) and subsequently examined by confocal microscopy. Arrows denote sites in which PECAM and TRPC6 are colocalized. The inset 
in b is an orthogonal (XZ) projection of the transmigrating monocyte with respect to the endothelial monolayer (dashed line at the position shown in the 
merged image). Images are representative of at least three independent experiments. (c and d) Polystyrene beads were precoupled with mIgG, anti-PECAM, 
anti–ICAM-1, or anti–MHC I and were added to HUVECs expressing FLAG-tagged TRPC6. Samples were immunostained with anti-PECAM, anti-FLAG, or anti–
VE-cadherin Ab. (e and f) Polystyrene beads precoupled with anti-PECAM were added to TNF-activated HUVECs, which were subsequently fixed and immuno-
stained with one of the following: anti-PECAM, anti-CD99, anti-CD47, or anti–ICAM-1. (c and e) Arrows point to beads. Images are representative of at least 
three independent experiments. Quantitative analysis of bead experiments represents the mean ± SEM of three independent experiments in which over  
800 beads were analyzed per condition. Bars: (a) 50 µm; (b, c, and e) 10 µm. ***, P < 0.001 (one- or two-way ANOVA).
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vehicle, suggesting their effects on TEM are independent of 
changes in endothelial barrier function (Fig. 4 b).

In this experiment, both HUVECs and neutrophils were 
exposed to Hyp9; however, the effect on TEM was abrogated 

Figure 4. Activation of endothelial TRPC6 is sufficient to rescue TEM and targeted recycling in neutrophils blocked by anti-PECAM Ab. (a) HUVECs 
were simultaneously loaded with 2.5 µM Fura-2-AM and either 20 µM BAPTA-AM or vehicle (DMSO). Changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration in response 
to 10 µM Hyp9 were quantified as described in Materials and methods. The plot displays mean ± SEM of the fluorescence/baseline fluorescence (F/F0) of three 
independent experiments. At least 60 total cells were individually quantified for each condition. (b) HUVECs seeded on transwell filter plates were treated with 
vehicle (DMSO), 10 µM histamine (positive control), Hyp9, or OAG for 10 min, and TEER was assessed at various time points. Data are represented as a percentage 
of baseline TEER (time 0 min). The plot displays mean of three independent experiments in which each condition was tested in triplicate. (c and d) Freshly isolated 
human neutrophils in the presence of nonblocking anti–VE-cadherin Ab (control) or anti-PECAM Ab were added to HUVECs that were pretreated with 20 µM 
BAPTA-AM or vehicle. After allowing 10 min for neutrophils to interact with endothelial monolayers, Hyp9, histamine, or vehicle () was added to the co-
cultures and TEM was allowed to resume for an additional 5 min. Data for c and d were accumulated from the same experiments, and thus, some data in b 
were redisplayed in c to illustrate the time dependence of Hyp9-mediated rescue of TEM. (e–h) The effect of Hyp9 treatment on LBRC trafficking (e and f), 
neutrophil adhesion (g), and neutrophil crawling (h) was assessed using our targeted recycling assay, as described in Materials and methods. Arrows denote 
LBRC enrichment. Cultures in which neutrophils were arrested by anti-PECAM were treated with Hyp9 or vehicle. Insets in e are orthogonal (XZ) projections of 
arrested or transmigrating neutrophils with respect to the endothelial monolayer (dashed line at the position shown in the merged images). Images are repre-
sentative of three independent experiments (bars, 10 µm). Quantitative data displayed in c–h represent the mean ± SEM of at least three independent experi-
ments in which each condition was tested in triplicate. *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 (two-way ANOVA or Student’s t test).

when only endothelial cells were pretreated with BAPTA-AM, 
demonstrating that endothelial cell Ca2+ is required for Hyp9’s 
ability to rescue TEM (Fig. 4 c). These results also suggest 
that any effects of Hyp9 on the neutrophils had negligible 
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endothelial borders normally on monolayers expressing 
DN-T6 (Fig. 5, g and h) but were blocked on the apical sur-
face of the endothelium unable to transmigrate (Fig. 5 e), 
similar to those observed on BAPTA-AM–treated or anti-
PECAM–blocked monolayers. Importantly, the observed 
attenuation of neutrophil TEM and LBRC targeted recycling 
in DN-T6–expressing HUVECs cannot be explained by de-
fects in TNF-mediated up-regulation of ICAM-1 (Fig. 5 b). 
These data indicate that TRPC6 function is critical for neu-
trophil TEM and trafficking of LBRC membrane.

shRNA knockdown of TRPC6 in endothelial cells attenuates 
neutrophil TEM but not apical adhesion
As an alternative method of studying the requirement of 
TRPC6 during TEM, we engineered adenovirus that expressed 
shRNA specific for TRPC6. The shRNA sequence used to 
knock down TRPC6 has been shown to have negligible im-
pact on TRPC1, 3, and 4 mRNA levels (Chung et al., 2010).

Transduction of HUVECs with TRPC6 shRNA–express-
ing adenovirus for 72 h conferred a knockdown of TRPC6 
protein of >50% (Fig. 6, a and b). In our quantitative end-
point TEM assay, endothelial TRPC6 knockdown resulted 
in a significant attenuation of TEM and targeted recycling, 
similar in extent to DN-T6–expressing monolayers (Fig. 6, 
c and e). To demonstrate that this phenotype was a result of 
TRPC6 knockdown, we rescued TRPC6 expression by 
transducing knockdown HUVECs with adenovirus that ex-
presses TRPC6 transcript in which the targeted nucleotides 
were mutated to avoid recognition by the shRNA but en-
code the same amino acid sequence (rescue construct). Re-
expression of TRPC6 by the rescue construct in the TRPC6 
knockdown cells restored neutrophil TEM and targeted re-
cycling to near-control levels (Fig. 6, c and e). As expected, 
neutrophil adhesion (Fig. 6, d and f) and neutrophil locomo-
tion to cell borders (Fig. 6 g) were not affected compared 
with scrambled control.

Chimeric mice deficient in endothelial TRPC6 exhibit a profound 
defect in leukocyte TEM in a model of acute inflammation
Based on the data we acquired in vitro, we hypothesized that 
endothelial TRPC6 would be required for efficient neutro-
phil TEM in vivo during the acute inflammatory response. 
To distinguish between leukocyte and endothelial TRPC6, we 
created chimeric mice by reconstituting WT B6 or TRPC6/ 
recipients with WT B6 or TRPC6/ bone marrow. Recon-
stitution was validated after at least 6 wk via PCR of isolated 
blood leukocyte genomic DNA (not depicted). We used a 
model of acute dermatitis of the ear because of its robust in-
flammatory response and its reproducibility. Equally impor-
tant, using whole mount preparations of the ear skin, we 
could examine the precise spatial interactions of leukocytes 
with endothelium in the ears by confocal microscopy. Cro-
ton oil, an inflammatory irritant, was applied to one ear, 
whereas the diluent was applied to the contralateral ear to 
serve as an internal negative control. We waited 6–8 h before 
fixing the tissue, the point at which most neutrophils had 

impact on the experimental outcome. Interestingly, inducing 
↑[Ca2+]i with histamine, which mediates acute ↑[Ca2+]i through 
a store-operated mechanism (Kotlikoff et al., 1987; Riach et al., 
1995; Ikeda et al., 1997), did not restore TEM of blocked 
neutrophils. This suggests that, in contrast to TRPC6-mediated  
↑[Ca2+]i, a generalized ↑[Ca2+]i is not sufficient to restore 
TEM in PECAM-blocked neutrophils. Furthermore, the  
effects of Hyp9 on TEM were dependent on timing, as  
pretreating HUVECs with Hyp9 before the addition of neu-
trophils failed to restore TEM in those blocked with anti-
PECAM (Fig. 4 d). Together these observations suggest that, 
in contrast to TRPC6-mediated ↑[Ca2+]i, a generalized ↑[Ca2+]i 
is not sufficient to restore TEM in PECAM-blocked neutro-
phils and that TRPC6 supports TEM only upon PECAM–
PECAM engagement.

To investigate the mechanism by which Hyp9-induced 
↑[Ca2+]i rescues TEM in apically arrested neutrophils, we 
tested the effect of Hyp9 on targeted recycling of the LBRC. 
Similar to TEM, addition of Hyp9 to co-cultures in which 
neutrophils were blocked by anti-PECAM fully rescued lev-
els of targeted recycling (Fig. 4, e and f). Hyp9 did not affect 
neutrophil adhesion or locomotion to the junction (Fig. 4, 
g and h). Collectively, these data further support our hypoth-
esis that PECAM homophilic interactions are upstream of 
↑[Ca2+]i and targeted recycling during TEM and suggest that 
TRPC6 may be mediating this essential ↑[Ca2+]i.

Expression of dominant-negative TRPC6 in endothelial cells 
attenuates neutrophil TEM and targeted recycling
To more directly test whether TRPC6 channel activity is re-
quired for neutrophil TEM, we engineered adenovirus that 
expresses a FLAG-tagged dominant-negative version of TRPC6 
(DN-T6) and transduced HUVEC monolayers for 72 h. This 
version of TRPC6 contains a mutated pore region through 
which Ca2+ is no longer permeable (Hofmann et al., 1999). 
HUVECs were loaded with the ratiometric calcium indicator 
Fura-2 and used to validate the functionality of the DN-T6 
protein. Expression of DN-T6 in HUVECs severely blunted 
↑[Ca2+]i in response to Hyp9 compared with control mono-
layers or those expressing a FLAG-tagged WT version of 
TRPC6 (WT-T6; Fig. 5 a). These data also affirm the speci-
ficity of Hyp9, as it barely produced any detectable ↑[Ca2+]i in 
DN-T6–expressing HUVECs (Fig. 5 a). In response to hista-
mine, which induces ↑[Ca2+]i via a store-operated mecha-
nism (Kotlikoff et al., 1987; Riach et al., 1995; Ikeda et al., 
1997), HUVECs expressing DN-T6 exhibited a response 
similar to those expressing WT-T6 (Fig. 5 a).

In monolayers expressing DN-T6, neutrophil TEM was 
attenuated by >50% (Fig. 5 c), recapitulating our observa-
tions after endothelial Ca2+ chelation with BAPTA-AM 
(Figs. 1 b and 4 b). In stark contrast, monolayers transduced 
with WT-T6 did not display any aberrant phenotype com-
pared with nontransduced controls (Fig. 5 c). Similarly, 
HUVEC expression of DN-T6 disrupted targeted recycling 
by >50%, whereas expression of WT-T6 had no effect (Fig. 5,  
e and f). Neutrophils were able to adhere and locomote to 
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their position relative to the endothelium and the basement 
membrane (Fig. 7 b).

Before assessing neutrophil TEM, we sought to ensure that 
the expression level and distribution of important endothelial 
adhesion molecules were similar between global TRPC6/ 
and WT mice. As shown in Fig. 7 a, there were no noticeable 
defects in PECAM and ICAM-1 expression patterns in croton 
oil–treated ears from knockout and WT mice.

extravasated from the vessel in control animals (Schenkel  
et al., 2004). The intact tissue was stained for markers of the 
endothelium, neutrophils, and the basement membrane and 
then mounted on slides for confocal microscopic analysis. 
Only postcapillary venules (20–30 µm in diameter), the vas-
culature through which the majority of leukocyte extravasation 
occurs (Muller, 2011), were chosen for analysis. Neutrophils 
were individually assessed in 3D-rendered images based on 

Figure 5. Expression of dominant-negative TRPC6 in endothelial cells attenuates neutrophil TEM and targeted recycling. (a) Nontransduced HUVECs 
(control) or HUVECs expressing WT FLAG-tagged TRPC6 (WT-T6) or dominant-negative FLAG-tagged TRPC6 (DN-T6) were loaded with 2.5 µM Fura-2-AM. 
Changes in intracellular Ca2+ concentration in response to 10 µM Hyp9 (control n = 2, WT-T6 n = 4, DN-T6 n = 4) or 10 µM histamine (control n = 3, WT-T6 n = 3, 
DN-T6 n = 3) were quantified as described in Materials and methods. The plots display mean ± SEM of the fluorescence/baseline fluorescence (F/F0). More than 70 
total cells were individually quantified for each condition from three independent experiments. (b) Nontransduced HUVECs (control) or those expressing WT-T6 or 
DN-T6 were untreated or activated with TNF for 3–4 h and subsequently fixed and immunostained to detect surface ICAM-1. Mean fluorescence intensity of 15 
fields was averaged per condition in each experiment. The graph displays mean ± SEM of fold increase in surface ICAM-1 expression in TNF-activated monolayers 
compared with surface ICAM-1 expression in nonactivated monolayers from three individual experiments. (c and d) Freshly isolated human neutrophils were 
added to nontransduced HUVECs (control) or those expressing exogenous WT-T6 or DN-T6, and TEM (c) and adhesion (d) were assessed. (e–h) LBRC trafficking 
(e and f), neutrophil adhesion (g), and neutrophil crawling (h) in WT-T6– and DN-T6–expressing HUVECs were assessed using the targeted recycling assay, as de-
scribed in Materials and methods. Arrows point to the site where LBRC is or should be enriched (e). Insets in e are orthogonal (XZ) projections of the arrested neu-
trophil with respect to the endothelial monolayer (dashed line at the position shown in the merged images). Images are representative of three independent 
experiments (bars, 10 µm). (b–d and f–h) Quantitative data represent the mean ± SEM of at least three independent experiments in which each condition was 
tested in triplicate. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA).
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adhesion to the luminal surface requires binding of leukocyte 
2 integrins to endothelial ICAM-1 (Liao et al., 1997); there-
fore, as demonstrated in vitro, adhesion to the endothelium is 
not affected by loss of endothelial TRPC6. Furthermore, de-
letion of endothelial TRPC6 does not affect leukocyte trans-
migration across the basement membrane or chemotaxis, as 
those neutrophils that were not blocked at the lumen were 
able to fully extravasate from the vessel (Fig. 7 d). Collec-
tively, these data demonstrate that endothelial TRPC6 is re-
quired for neutrophil TEM in vivo but not for neutrophil 
trafficking to the site of inflammation.

DISCUSSION
A critical role for endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i during leukocyte TEM 
has been known for decades (Huang et al., 1993). However, 
the channels that mediate this critical ↑[Ca2+]i remained un-
known. Here, we report that ↑[Ca2+]i occurs downstream of 
leukocyte–endothelial PECAM homophilic interactions and 
is required for the directed trafficking of LBRC membrane 
(Figs. 2 and 4). Interestingly, the DAG-activated cation chan-
nel TRPC6 colocalizes with PECAM at endothelial cell–cell 
borders and surrounds leukocytes as they cross the endothe-
lium (Fig. 3). We demonstrate a crucial role for endothelial 
TRPC6 during neutrophil TEM both in vitro and in vivo, 
wherein neutrophils maintain their ability to adhere to TRPC6-
deficient endothelium and locomote to the cell borders but 
are unable to transmigrate (Figs. 5, 6, and 7). These data es-
tablish TRPC6 as a critical regulator of both TEM and the 

In mice in which leukocyte extravasation was assessed, 
the number of neutrophils per 200-µm vessel was nearly iden-
tical for all chimeric conditions, indicating that leukocyte 
trafficking to the inflamed tissue was unaffected by TRPC6 
deficiency (Fig. 7 f). In global WT (WT→WT) chimeric mice, 
80% of all neutrophils transmigrated across the endothe-
lium (Fig. 7, b and e). In contrast, only 25% of neutrophils 
underwent TEM in TRPC6/ recipients that had received 
WT bone marrow (Fig. 7, b and e), indicating that endothe-
lial TRPC6 is required for TEM in vivo. The blockade ob-
served in WT→TRPC6/ chimeric mice was nearly identical 
to that observed in the global knockout (Fig. 7, b, d, and e). 
We also observed a significant, but less dramatic defect in 
TEM in mice where only leukocytes were deficient in 
TRPC6 (TRPC6/→WT; not depicted). This was expected, 
as multiple groups have demonstrated a role for neutrophil 
and monocyte TRPC6 in chemotaxis (Damann et al., 2009; 
Lindemann et al., 2013).

When we more closely examined the 3D-rendered con-
focal images obtained from the WT→TRPC6/ mice, we 
noticed that almost all of the neutrophils that had not under-
gone TEM were still in contact with the luminal surface of 
the endothelium (Fig. 7 d), similar to the phenotype we ob-
served in vitro when endothelial Ca2+ was chelated (Fig. 2 a) 
or when DN-T6 was expressed (Fig. 5 e). This phenotype is 
also identical to that observed when PECAM interactions are 
disrupted both in vitro and in vivo (Muller et al., 1993; 
Bogen et al., 1994; Schenkel et al., 2004). In these assays, 

Figure 6. shRNA knockdown of TRPC6 in endo-
thelial cells attenuates neutrophil TEM but not 
apical adhesion. (a and b) TRPC6 protein levels in 
HUVECs expressing TRPC6 shRNA or scrambled 
shRNA, with or without the rescue TRPC6 construct 
were assessed via Western blot (a). Densitometric 
analysis was performed and is represented by the 
mean ± SEM. TRPC6 expression was normalized to  
-actin expression from three independent experi-
ments (b). (c–g) Freshly isolated human neutrophils 
were added to HUVECs expressing TRPC6 shRNA or 
scrambled shRNA with or without the TRPC6 rescue 
construct. TEM and adhesion (c and d), as well as 
targeted recycling, adhesion, and leukocyte crawling 
(targeted recycling assay, as described in Materials 
and methods; e–g) were assessed. Quantitative data 
represent the mean ± SEM of at least three indepen-
dent experiments in which each condition was tested 
in triplicate. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 
(one-way ANOVA).
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TEM was not investigated (Lorenzon et al., 1998; Cook-
Mills et al., 2004; Peterson et al., 2005). Our study demon-
strates that the ↑[Ca2+]i required for TEM is distinct from 
calcium signals that may be initiated by ligation of endothelial 
cell adhesion molecules other than PECAM. In many of our 
experiments, neutrophils and monocytes were free to interact 
with ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 on cytokine-activated endo-
thelial cells. Yet, when PECAM interactions were blocked, 
TEM was severely attenuated (Figs. 1 and 4). Thus, any ↑[Ca2+]i 

inflammatory response and illuminate a novel pathway that 
governs TEM.

Previous investigations have shown that Ab-mediated 
cross-linking of P- or E-selectin or vascular cell adhesion 
molecule-1 (VCAM-1), but not ICAM-1, on activated 
HUVECs produced a detectable transient increase in cyto-
solic free calcium ion concentration. Unlike TRPC6-mediated 
Ca2+ influx, these signals were mediated by Ca2+ store release 
from the endoplasmic reticulum, and their relationship to 

Figure 7. Chimeric mice deficient in endothelial TRPC6 exhibit a profound defect in leukocyte TEM in a model of acute inflammation. (a) WT or 
TRPC6/ mice were treated with croton oil on one ear. After 6 h of stimulation, the mice were euthanized and their ears were harvested for immunohis-
tochemical staining with anti-PECAM and anti–ICAM-1. Images are representative of at least 10 fields per mouse (WT n = 2 mice, TRPC6/ n = 2 mice). 
(b–f) WT or TRPC6/ mice were irradiated and injected with either WT or TRPC6/ bone marrow. After confirming full reconstitution, they were treated 
with croton oil on one ear and vehicle on the contralateral ear. After 6 h of stimulation, the mice were euthanized and their ears were harvested for im-
munohistochemical staining with anti-PECAM (endothelium, red), anti–collagen IV (basement membrane, purple), and anti-MRP14 (neutrophils, green). 
(b) Representative images of the ears. Insets display an orthogonal view to illustrate the site of neutrophil arrest. Arrows denote the predominating site of 
neutrophil position relative to the endothelium. (a and b) Bars, 50 µm. (c) Diagram outlining the scoring of neutrophil position relative to the endothelium 
and basement membrane. (d) Quantification of neutrophil position. (e) Quantification of the percentage neutrophil TEM. (f) Quantification of the number 
of neutrophils per 200 µm of vessel (i.e., neutrophil trafficking to the site of inflammation). Over 100 neutrophils were scored per mouse (WT→WT n = 8 
mice, TRPC6/→TRPC6/ n = 4 mice, WT→TRPC6/ n = 6 mice) in each of two independent experiments. Quantitative data in d–f are represented as 
the mean ± SEM. ***, P < 0.001 (one- or two-way ANOVA).
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with this assessment, application of the TRPC6-selective agonist 
Hyp9 rescues TEM in the face of an ongoing anti-PECAM 
blockade without affecting endothelial barrier function (Fig. 4, 
b and c). Extrapolating from this, we postulate that endothe-
lial TRPC6 function in permeability is independent from its 
function in TEM.

Cross-linking of PECAM Ig domain 6 (the heterophilic 
interaction domain, which has no role in TEM) was shown 
to induce a sustained Ca2+ influx mediated by an unidentified 
nonspecific cation channel that is independent of voltage-
gated and store-operated Ca2+ channels (Gurubhagavatula et al., 
1998; O’Brien et al., 2001). The characteristics of this sustained 
Ca2+ flux are considerably different in both kinetics and am-
plitude from the transient ↑[Ca2+]i mediated by TRPC6 in 
response to Hyp9 or OAG (Leuner et al., 2010; Tauseef  
et al., 2012).

Over a decade ago, Su et al. (2000) published data show-
ing that endothelial cells adjacent to a transmigration event 
undergo a single, global ↑[Ca2+]i. We used various Ca2+-sensitive 
dyes, biosensors, and imaging techniques to reproduce this 
data, but we were ultimately unable to do so. In most of the 
hundreds of TEM events we recorded live, we failed to ob-
serve any reproducible global increases in endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i 
during neutrophil TEM. Neither can we induce a global ↑
[Ca2+]i by cross-linking PECAM using mAbs against extra-
cellular Ig domains 1 and 2 (unpublished data). We believe 
that the endothelial ↑[Ca2+]i during TEM involves subtle,  
localized signals at the site of transmigration rather than one 
global ↑[Ca2+]i.

In corroboration with this assessment, we show that 
TRPC6 at the cell–cell border surrounds leukocytes that are 
in the process of transmigrating (Fig. 3 b). Junctional proteins 
that facilitate TEM, like PECAM and CD99, also display this 
pattern, suggesting that the junctional fraction of endothelial 
TRPC6 may promote leukocyte TEM. Although we were 
unable to coimmunoprecipitate PECAM with TRPC6 (not 
depicted), a functional relationship between the two proteins 
clearly exists, as anti-PECAM–coated beads recruit TRPC6 
exclusively rather than as a component of a protein complex 
of surface molecules that regulate TEM (Fig. 3, c, e, and f). 
TRPC6 that is recruited to anti-PECAM beads may come 
from the junctional plasma membrane or, alternatively, from 
internal stores that are shuttled to the surface, which has been 
reported by other groups (Cayouette et al., 2004; Fleming  
et al., 2007; Chaudhuri et al., 2008; Keserü et al., 2008; Xie 
et al., 2012). We plan to address this question in future stud-
ies in hopes of yielding new insight into the mechanism by 
which PECAM signaling regulates and/or augments TRPC6-
mediated ↑[Ca2+]i.

Collectively, these observations highlight a spatially se-
lective role for TRPC6, wherein the channel may mediate 
↑[Ca2+]i in the area surrounding the transmigration event. 
This would make sense biologically as well. Localized cal-
cium signaling is a hallmark of cytoskeletal rearrangement in 
other biological contexts, such as the immunological synapse 
and the leading edge of migrating cells (Kummerow et al., 

initiated by ICAM-1 or VCAM-1 was not sufficient to pro-
mote TEM when leukocyte–endothelial PECAM interac-
tions were disrupted. Only TRPC6 activation by the DAG 
analogue OAG or TRPC6-selective agonist Hyp9, which 
were only effective when given after leukocytes were ar-
rested by anti-PECAM but not before (Fig. 4 d), was capable 
of rescuing TEM and targeted recycling of the LBRC (Fig. 4, 
c and f). Furthermore, in contrast to beads coated with anti-
PECAM, those coated with anti–ICAM-1 failed to recruit 
TRPC6 (Fig. 3, c and d).

Before our study, endothelial TRPC6 function during 
leukocyte–endothelial cell interactions and its signaling rela-
tionship to PECAM had not been investigated. However, sev-
eral groups have illustrated other functions of TRPC6 during 
the inflammatory response (Hofmann et al., 1999; Singh et al., 
2007; Sel et al., 2008; Damann et al., 2009; Hamid and  
Newman, 2009; Kini et al., 2010; Tauseef et al., 2012; Thilo 
et al., 2012b; Weissmann et al., 2012; Lindemann et al., 2013; 
Wu et al., 2015). For example, endothelial TRPC6 mediates 
increases in endothelial permeability in response to various 
soluble inflammatory mediators (Leung et al., 2006; Singh  
et al., 2007; Kini et al., 2010; Tauseef et al., 2012). These find-
ings provided a strong incentive to study TRPC6 in detail in 
the context of leukocyte–endothelial interactions.

Many of the previously published studies cited above de-
scribe defects in the inflammatory response in TRPC6/ 
mice (Sel et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2012; Tauseef et al., 2012; 
Weissmann et al., 2012; Lindemann et al., 2013). However, 
none of these authors investigated leukocyte TEM as the step 
at which inflammation might be inhibited. Given our new 
findings, one could extrapolate ways in which the defects 
observed in TRPC6/ mice in past studies may have been 
affected by decreased leukocyte TEM. In Lindemann et al. 
(2013) and Tauseef et al. (2012), the investigators observed 
that TRPC6/ mice were significantly protected from thio-
glycollate-induced peritonitis and LPS-induced lung inflam-
mation, respectively. Although the authors attributed these 
observations to defects in neutrophil chemotaxis and TLR-4 
signaling, it is likely that their observed phenotypes were at 
least partially influenced by attenuation in leukocyte TEM. 
TRPC6/ mice also display defective wound healing (Davis 
et al., 2012). The authors attribute this phenotype to dis-
rupted myofibroblast differentiation; however, their data do 
not exclude the possibility of a defect in monocyte extravasa-
tion, which is also critical for proper wound healing.

It is important to note that endothelial permeability and 
leukocyte TEM are distinct processes, even though many of 
their signaling pathways intersect at various points. For ex-
ample, cortactin deficiency in mice leads to increased vas-
cular permeability but attenuated neutrophil extravasation 
(Schnoor et al., 2011). Also, VE-cadherin contains two tyro-
sine phosphorylation sites that differentially regulate endo-
thelial permeability and adherens junction reorganization 
during TEM (Wessel et al., 2014). These findings demon-
strate that merely destabilizing endothelial junctions is not 
sufficient to permit leukocyte TEM or vice versa. Consistent 
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RTK by PECAM sensing results in activation of one of the 
PLC isoforms, which catalyzes the reaction to produce local 
DAG. In the context of TEM, this signaling mechanism 
could explain how PECAM homophilic interactions or me-
chanical stress from the leukocyte engaging endothelial cell 
PECAM triggers local DAG increases and subsequent TRPC6-
mediated ↑[Ca2+]i. Alternatively, TRPC6 has been reported 
to be directly activated by membrane stretch (Spassova et al., 
2006; Anderson et al., 2013). Once the leukocyte has initi-
ated TEM through PECAM-dependent interactions, leuko-
cyte pressure on the endothelial junction may directly activate 
TRPC6. Experiments addressing the mechanism by which 
PECAM signals to TRPC6, though beyond the scope of this 
study, are underway and should provide novel insight into 
PECAM-mediated intracellular signaling.

In summary, we have identified that the increase in cy-
tosolic Ca2+ in endothelial cells required for TEM occurs 
downstream of PECAM–PECAM interactions and is medi-
ated by TRPC6. Our findings highlight a novel function  
for TRPC6 during TEM and the inflammatory response. 
Leukocyte–endothelial PECAM interactions lead to TRPC6 
activation, which then mediates LBRC trafficking to sur-
round the leukocyte and promote subsequent migration across 
the endothelium. TRPC6-selective pharmacological inhibi-
tors, especially if targeted to the endothelium, could be used 
as an effective antiinflammatory therapy. Future studies will 
focus on mechanisms governing PECAM signaling to TRPC6, 
how TRPC6-mediated ↑[Ca2+]i regulates trafficking of the 
LBRC, and its potential role in cytoskeletal/junctional re-
organization during TEM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All procedures involving human subjects and human materials were ap-
proved by the Institutional Review Board at Northwestern University Fein-
berg School of Medicine.

Animals. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee of Northwestern University and University of Illinois. 
C57BL/6J WT mice and Trpc6/ mice on a C57BL/6J background were 
raised and housed at both Northwestern University Feinberg School of 
Medicine and University of Illinois in Chicago.

Abs and reagents. Mouse IgG2a anti–human PECAM (clone Hec7), mouse 
IgG2a anti–human VE-cadherin (clone hec1), mouse IgG2a anti–human 
CD18 (clone IB4), Armenian hamster anti–mouse PECAM (clone 2H8), 
mouse IgG2a anti–human ICAM-1 (clone R6.5), and mouse IgG2a anti–
human MHC I (clone W6/32) were produced in the laboratory using hybrid-
oma Ab production and purification (Muller et al., 1989; Ali et al., 1997). 
Rabbit polyclonal anti–human PECAM (#177) was raised against the extra-
cellular portion of human PECAM. Rabbit anti–human -actin, rabbit anti–
mouse collagen IV, and rat anti–mouse MRP-14 were purchased from Abcam. 
Nonspecific mouse IgG1, goat anti–mouse IgG, goat anti–rabbit IgG, and goat 
anti–Armenian hamster IgG were purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Laboratories, Inc. DyLight-488, -550, and -650 goat anti–mouse IgG2a and 
DyLight-550 goat anti–Armenian hamster were conjugated using a kit pur-
chased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Mouse IgG1 anti–human TRPC6 
(clone 3F2.H10.F2), nonconjugated and Cy3-conjugated mouse IgG1 anti-
FLAG (clone M2), histamine dihydrochloride, Hyp9, OAG, BAPTA-AM, 
and probenecid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Fura-2 and Fluo-4 cal-
cium indicators were purchased from Life Technologies.

2009; Wei et al., 2009; Schwindling et al., 2010). In contrast, 
processes involving cell proliferation of transcription factor 
activation typically require global changes in cytosolic cal-
cium concentration (Feske et al., 2001; Schwarz et al., 2007). 
TRPC6 has also been shown to reside in lipid raft microdo-
mains at the plasma membrane wherein intracellular signal-
ing, including Ca2+ influx, is spatially restricted (Lei et al., 
2014). Lastly, TRPC6 is known to be more tightly regulated 
and has a lower channel conductance than other TRPC iso-
forms, like TRPC3 (Zitt et al., 1997; Hofmann et al., 1999; 
Zhang et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2012). Therefore, one would 
expect TRPC6 to function in a restricted, spatiotemporal 
manner during TEM. However, the ↑[Ca2+]i induced by the 
TRPC6-selective agonist Hyp9 when supplied in solution is 
global (quantified in Figs. 4 A and 6 A). This may not accu-
rately represent how TRPC6 functions during TEM, as phar-
macologic experiments tend to lack the nuance that is exhibited 
under physiological conditions. This observed global signal 
may also be a result of sustained opening of the channel caused 
by a surplus of drug in solution.

Because the LBRC traffics to the site of TEM (Mamdouh 
et al., 2003) and TRPC6 is required for this trafficking (Figs. 
5 f and 6 e), the junctional fraction of TRPC6 may provide a 
small, but localized ↑[Ca2+]i to mediate targeted recycling. 
Our experiments provide evidence for this, as ↑[Ca2+]i occurs 
upstream of targeted recycling and junctional opening (Fig. 2). 
Also, endothelial Ca2+ chelation and disruption of TRPC6 
function arrests leukocytes on the apical surface of the endo-
thelium rather than in the middle or on the basolateral side 
(Figs. 2, 4, 5, and 6), indicating that TRPC6-mediated ↑[Ca2+]i 
occurs at an early stage in the process. This is in contrast to the 
↑[Ca2+]i that may be required for barrier restoration or pore 
closure during the latter stages of leukocyte TEM, as postu-
lated by Martinelli et al. (2013).

Beyond LBRC trafficking, other Ca2+-dependent mecha-
nisms are known to regulate TEM. Myosin light chain kinase 
(MLCK), which is activated by Ca2+/calmodulin, mediates 
phosphorylation of myosin light chain II to induce endothe-
lial cell contraction. Pharmacological inhibition of its func-
tion attenuates neutrophil TEM (Garcia et al., 1998; Saito 
et al., 1998). Interestingly, TRPC6-mediated ↑[Ca2+]i reg-
ulates endothelial permeability in response to LPS and 
thrombin by activating MLCK to induce cytoskeletal rear-
rangement (Singh et al., 2007; Tauseef et al., 2012). Further-
more, MLCK has been shown to induce -catenin dissociation 
from VE-cadherin in brain endothelial cells (Beard et al., 
2014), a process that is critical for TEM. Thus, a similar path-
way involving TRPC6 and MLCK may govern other cellu-
lar events required for TEM.

There are many ways in which PECAM homophilic in-
teractions may be activating TRPC6. PECAM has been de-
scribed as an important sensor of shear or mechanical stress, 
subsequently signaling to an associated G protein–coupled 
receptor (GPCR) or receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) at the 
plasma membrane (Tzima et al., 2005; Yeh et al., 2008; Otte 
et al., 2009; dela Paz et al., 2014). Activation of GPCR or 
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2013). In brief, amino-functionalized 3-mm polystyrene beads (Polysciences) 
were washed and resuspended in 8% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 2 h at room 
temperature. Beads were then washed and incubated with 200 µg/ml anti-
PECAM mAb, anti–ICAM-1 mAb, anti–MHC I mAb, or control mIgG1 
for 2 h at room temperature. Lastly, beads were incubated with 0.1 M gly-
cine in PBS for 2 h at room temperature and stored in PBS for up to 48 h 
before use. For bead recruitment experiments, HUVEC monolayers were 
grown on fibronectin-coated MatTek dishes and transduced for 72 h with 
FLAG-tagged WT-T6. The day of the experiment, beads were washed and 
diluted in preconditioned HUVEC media before being added back to the 
dishes. Beads were allowed to settle and bind for 20 min at 37°C. Samples 
were subsequently fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized, and 
stained with fluorescently labeled anti-PECAM, anti–VE-cadherin, and 
anti-FLAG Abs (Fig. 3, c and d) or labeled with anti-PECAM, anti-CD47, 
anti-CD99, or anti–ICAM-1, followed by addition of a fluorescently conju-
gated secondary Ab (Fig. 3, e and f ).

Immunofluorescence microscopy. Confluent HUVECs were washed 
with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at 37°C. Cells were 
then washed three times and permeabilized with 0.01% Triton X-100 for  
10 min at room temperature. Blocking buffer (PBS + 2.5% BSA, 2.5% FBS, 
and 2.5% host species serum) was added for 1 h at room temperature. Cells 
were then incubated with fluorescently labeled primary Ab at 20 µg/ml in 
blocking buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Confocal images were visual-
ized using an UltraVIEW VoX imaging system (PerkinElmer) equipped 
with a CSU-1 spinning disk (Yokogawa Electric Corporation). Images were 
acquired with a 40× oil immersion objective using Volocity software 
(PerkinElmer). All images were processed and analyzed with ImageJ software 
(National Institutes of Health).

Western blotting. HUVECs were washed twice with cold PBS (with Ca2+ 
and Mg2+) and subsequently lysed in a buffer containing cold PBS (without 
Ca2+ and Mg2+), 1% NP-40, and one tablet of complete Mini protease inhib-
itor cocktail (Roche). Lysates were then added to an equal volume of 2× 
Laemmli buffer and heated at 60°C for 30 min. Total cell lysates were sepa-
rated by 8% SDS-PAGE and transferred to PVDF (Sigma-Aldrich). Stan-
dard Western blotting techniques were then performed to detect desired 
protein levels.

TEM assay. TEM assays were performed as previously described (Muller  
et al., 1993; Lou et al., 2007; Muller and Luscinskas, 2008). For experiments 
in which monocyte TEM was evaluated, freshly isolated PBMCs were added 
to resting HUVEC monolayers. Alternatively, neutrophil TEM assays re-
quired HUVEC activation with 20 ng/ml human recombinant TNF (R&D 
Systems) for at least 3 h. Preactivation of HUVECs with cytokine before this 
assay did not affect the rate of monocyte TEM, adhesion, or the efficacy of 
Ab blockade. PECAM and CD99 were constitutively expressed at endothe-
lial borders. Thus, treatment with proinflammatory cytokines TNF or IL-1 
did not alter their expression levels or distribution (Schenkel et al., 2002).

In brief, 100 µl PBMC suspension (2 × 106 cells/ml) was added to each 
well of confluent HUVEC monolayers grown on hydrated type I collagen 
gels and allowed to migrate for 1 h at 37°C in 5% CO2. Monolayers were 
washed twice with 1 mM EDTA in PBS (no Ca2+ and Mg2+) and then twice 
with PBS (with Ca2+ and Mg2+) before being fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde in 
0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (Electron Microscopy Sciences). Fixed cells 
were stained with modified Wright-Giemsa stain (Protocol Hema3; Thermo 
Fisher Scientific) and mounted on glass slides.

Similarly, 100 µl neutrophils (0.25 × 106 cells/ml) were added to TNF-
activated HUVECs and allowed to migrate for 15 min. Monolayers were 
washed twice with PBS (with Ca2+ and Mg2+) and fixed, stained, and 
mounted as described above.

For each sample, at least 100 leukocytes per monolayer were scored using 
an Ultraphot microscope (Carl Zeiss) with Nomarski optics and a SPOT 
Insight Color CCD (Diagnostic Instruments Inc.). Leukocytes were scored 
based on their position relative to the endothelial nuclei: above or below.

Isolation and culture of endothelial cells. HUVECs were isolated from 
human umbilical cords as previously described (Muller et al., 1989, 1993). After 
two passages, HUVECs were cultured on 3D type I collagen matrices (PureCol; 
Inamed Biomaterials) to mimic physiological basement membranes (Muller 
et al., 1989; Muller and Luscinskas, 2008). For adenoviral infection, HUVECs 
were infected for 72 h with shRNA and TRPC6-expressing adenoviruses.

Isolation of human PBMCs and neutrophils. PBMCs were isolated as 
previously described (Muller and Weigl, 1992; Muller and Luscinskas, 2008). 
In brief, blood was drawn from healthy volunteers into 1/10 volume EDTA 
(10 mM) and mixed with an equal volume of HBSS (Corning). Blood/
HBSS mixture was layered over Ficoll-Paque density gradient medium (GE 
Healthcare) and centrifuged at 2,200 rpm for 20 min. The upper plasma 
layer was collected. The PBMC layer was collected and diluted in HBSS. 
Both PBMCs and plasma were centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 10 min. The 
PBMC pellet was resuspended in the spun platelet-depleted plasma and cen-
trifuged at 1,200 rpm for 5 min. The resulting PBMC pellet was washed 
three times with HBSS via resuspension and centrifugation at 1,200 rpm for 
5 min. The final PBMC pellet was resuspended in M199 (Life Technologies) 
containing 0.1% human serum albumin (HSA; Grifols Biological Inc.).

For isolation of human neutrophils, blood was drawn from healthy vol-
unteers into 1/10 volume EDTA (10 mM). Blood was layered over Poly-
morphprep (Cosmo Bio USA Inc.) and centrifuged at 1,800 rpm for 30 min. 
The middle layer was collected and diluted in HBSS. Three total washes 
were performed via resuspension and centrifugation at 750 rpm for 5 min. 
The final pellet was resuspended in M199 containing 0.1% HSA.

Cloning of shRNA and TRPC6 adenoviral constructs. TRPC6 shRNA 
(5-GCGACAGAGCATCATTGACGCAAATCTGTGAAGCCACAGAT-
GGGATTTGCGTCAATGATGCTCTGGTGCTTTTTT-3) and scrambled 
control (5-GCGCGTAGTAATGACAATCCGCGCTCTGTGAAGC-
CACAGATGGGAGCGCGGATTGTCATTACTACTTGCTTTTTT-3)  
were provided in the pAd-track vector by B. Sanborn, Y.-S. Kim, and  
A.E. Ulloa (Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO). The shRNA 
constructs and hU6 promoters were cloned into the pENTR4 plasmid 
(Life Technologies). These vectors were recombined with the adenoviral vec-
tor pAd/PL-DEST (Life Technologies) using LR clonase (Life Technologies) 
according to the manufacturer’s guidelines and used to produce adenovirus 
for transduction according to standard methods (Zhang et al., 2006).

The full-length, N-terminally FLAG-tagged WT TRPC6 (WT-T6) 
and dominant-negative TRPC6 (DN-T6) constructs were provided by  
J. Schlöndorff (Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, MA; 
Schlöndorff et al., 2009). DN-T6 was originally generated by PCR muta-
genesis whereby the conserved LFW amino acid sequence (678–680) was 
changed to AAA from full-length TRPC6 cDNA (Hofmann et al., 2002). 
The LFW motif enables Ca2+ permeabilization through the putative pore re-
gion of TRPC6. WT-T6 and DN-T6 sequences were subsequently cloned 
into the pENTR4 vector with a pCMV promoter. To generate TRPC6-
mCherry, non-FLAG–tagged WT-T6 was inserted in frame with mCherry 
in the pENTRY4 vector, encoding C-terminal mCherry–linked fusion pro-
tein. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed on WT-T6 to generate the 
rescue TRPC6 construct. Six silent point mutations were introduced such 
that the TRPC6 shRNA would no longer recognize a portion of TRPC6 
mRNA. All construct sequences were validated via sequencing analysis at 
the Northwestern University Center for Genetic Medicine.

For adenoviral transduction, HUVECs were seeded on 3D collagen 
matrices (96 well), fibronectin-coated MatTek dishes or fibronectin- and 
collagen-coated Ibidi flow chambers. The next day, monolayers were 
washed three times with serum-free M199 and incubated with adenovirus 
for up to 24 h. Adenoviral media was subsequently replaced with fresh cul-
ture media until the day of the experiment. For all experiments, shRNA and 
TRPC6 constructs were expressed for 72 h.

Polystyrene microsphere (bead) coating and recruitment experiments. 
Polystyrene microspheres were coated as previously described (Sullivan et al., 
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for 24 h at 4°C. Ears were then incubated with anti-PECAM (clone 2H8), 
anti–ICAM-1 (clone YN1/1.7.4; Abcam), anti–MRP-14 (Abcam), or anti–
collagen IV (Abcam) in blocking solution overnight at 4°C. Tissue was then 
incubated with secondary Ab (Dylight550 goat anti–Armenian hamster, 
Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti–rat, or Alexa Fluor 647 goat anti–rabbit at 1:500) 
in PBS for 4 h at room temperature.

Stained tissue was mounted on glass slides, and postcapillary venules of 
20–30 µm were imaged using an UltraVIEW VoX imaging system equipped 
with a CSU-1 spinning disk. Images were analyzed using Volocity software, 
which renders the optical sections into 3D images, thus allowing one to 
discern the position of leukocytes relative of the endothelium and base-
ment membrane.

Cytosolic Ca2+ measurements. Ibidi flow chambers of 0.4-µm thickness 
were coated with poly-l-lysine for 5 min. Chambers were then coated with 
250 µg/ml type 1 collagen in H2O for 1.5 h, followed by a coating with  
50 µg/ml fibronectin for 15 min. HUVECs were then plated on the bottom 
of the chambers and used at least 3 d after plating.

Fura-2-AM (Sigma-Aldrich) was reconstituted in a 20% Pluronic acid + 
DMSO solution (Life Technologies) and then diluted in M199 + 2.5 mM 
probenecid to a final concentration of 2.5 µM (loading buffer). HUVECs 
were incubated with Fura-2 loading buffer for 50 min at 37°C. If BAPTA-AM 
was used in the experiment, it was simultaneously loaded with Fura-2-AM 
at a final concentration of 20 µM.

HUVECs were equilibrated for at least 10 min at 1.5 dyne/cm2 shear 
flow using M199 without phenol red. After a brief baseline recording, 10 µM 
Hyp9 or 10 µM histamine was introduced into the chamber, and images 
were recorded for an additional 6 min.

Images were acquired using MetaFluor software (Molecular Devices) on 
a DMI 6000B microscope (Leica) equipped with a C10600 camera and 40× 
oil objective (Hamamatsu Photonics). 340-nm/380-nm ratios were deter-
mined in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) by outlining each individual 
cell in the field and measuring changes in 340-nm/380-nm ratio. Final fig-
ures represent the 340-nm/380-nm value at any given frame over the base-
line measurement of the first frame (F/F0).

TEER. Endothelial barrier function was tested as previously described 
(Winger et al., 2014). In brief, HUVECs were seeded on 3-mm transwell 
filter inserts (Corning) that were precoated with collagen type I (1:50 dilu-
tion) in 60% ethanol followed by a coating of 5 mg/ml fibronectin. For each 
filter, the electrical resistance was measured using an electrical resistance sys-
tem containing a current passing and voltage-measuring electrode (World 
Precision Instruments). The mean resistance of three blank filters was sub-
tracted from filters in which HUVECs were plated to account for back-
ground TEER. Resistance calculations were normalized to filter surface area 
before being represented as a percentage of baseline TEER (time 0 min).

Statistical analysis. Numerical values represent the mean of at least three 
independent experiments ± SEM. Variance of mean values between two 
groups was analyzed by the Student’s t test for unpaired observations. Group 
differences were tested with one-way ANOVA (or two-way ANOVA when 
appropriate) followed by the Bonferroni’s multiple comparison post-hoc test 
to calculate p-values. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. Statistical 
analyses were performed using Prism software (GraphPad Software).
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For TEM assays in which PECAM homophilic interactions were 
blocked, anti-PECAM was added to the leukocyte suspension for 5 min be-
fore their addition to HUVEC monolayers. Excess Ab in the leukocyte sus-
pension was included upon addition to the HUVEC monolayers.

For TEM assays in which ↑[Ca2+]i was inhibited by BAPTA-AM,  
HUVECs were preincubated with either vehicle (DMSO) or 20 µM 
BAPTA-AM in culture-conditioned media at 37°C for 40 min. 2.5 mM pro-
benecid (Sigma-Aldrich), a cation efflux transporter inhibitor, was also 
included in the media to prevent BAPTA leakage. HUVECs were then 
washed extensively in warm M199 before addition of leukocytes.

For TEM assays in which endothelial cells expressed shRNA or TRPC6 
adenoviral constructs, HUVECs were transduced for 72 h (as described 
above). For TEM assays in which neutrophils were rescued by addition of 
the selective TRPC6 agonist Hyp9 (Sigma-Aldrich), neutrophils were 
blocked with anti-PECAM as described above and subsequently added to 
HUVEC monolayers for 10 min. At this time point, vehicle (DMSO), 10 µM 
Hyp9, or 10 µM histamine (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the HUVEC/ 
neutrophil co-cultures, and TEM was allowed to resume for an additional  
5 min before fixation.

Targeted recycling assay. Targeted recycling assays were performed as 
previously described (Mamdouh et al., 2003, 2008, 2009). In brief, HUVEC 
monolayers were grown to confluency on hydrated type 1 collagen matrix. 
HUVECs were incubated with nonblocking PECAM Fab IgG2a (clone 
P1.1) in HUVEC-conditioned media for 1 h at 37°C. In some experiments 
a functional blocking rabbit anti-PECAM IgG (20 µg/ml) was added to 
some wells. Monolayers were subsequently washed, chilled, and incubated 
with a saturating amount (100 µg/ml) of nonconjugated goat anti–mouse 
IgG2a (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.) for 1 h at 4°C to bind 
surface anti-PECAM mAb. After extensive washing of unbound Ab, PBMCs 
(2 × 106 cells/ml) or PMNs (0.25 × 106) were added to monolayers along 
with DyLight-550 goat anti–mouse IgG2a in M199. Monolayer were kept 
at 4°C for 15 min to allow leukocytes to settle before being warmed to 37°C 
for 10 min (for PBMCs) or 5 min (for neutrophils) at 5% CO2. Cells were 
subsequently washed and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at 4°C. 
Fixed samples were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 anti-CD18 (clone IB4) and 
imaged using 3D confocal microscopy. Confocal images were visualized as 
described in Immunofluorescence microscopy.

For each sample, at least five fields and 20 total cells per monolayer were 
counted and scored according to their position relative to endothelial junc-
tions, whether or not they had initiated TEM (as determined by orthogonal 
view) and whether or not there was appreciable enrichment PECAM-bearing 
membrane (at least 1.5-fold higher fluorescence than junctional PECAM) 
around the migrating cells (targeted recycling). For experiments in which 
Hyp9 was used to rescue targeted recycling during anti-PECAM blockade, 
10 µM Hyp9 was added to monolayers after the neutrophils had settled and, 
thus, immediately before continuation of the assay at 37°C. This method 
ensured that the drug’s effect on ↑[Ca2+]i would occur at the precise time at 
which neutrophils were initiating TEM/targeted recycling.

Bone marrow transplantation. WT and Trpc6/ mice were irradiated 
with 1,000 rads (10 Gy). Approximately 24 h after irradiation, mice were in-
jected retroorbitally with 0.2 ml of 3 × 106 donor bone marrow cells (Trpc6/ 
or WT) using a 27-gauge needle. Experiments were performed at least 6 wk 
after bone marrow transfer. Complete bone marrow constitution of the chi-
meric mice was confirmed using PCR analysis.

Croton oil–induced dermatitis. Croton oil experiments were performed 
as previously described (Schenkel et al., 2004). In brief, both male and fe-
male age- and sex-matched chimeric mice were exposed to 2% croton oil 
(Sigma-Aldrich) in a 4:1 mixture of acetone/olive oil (diluent) on one ear. 
The contralateral ear was treated with vehicle solution alone. After 6 h the 
animals were sacrificed. The ears were harvested and fixed in 4% paraformal-
dehyde overnight at 4°C. Tissue was permeabilized and blocked in a solu-
tion of 0.3% Triton X-100, 2.5% BSA, and 2.5% host species serum in PBS 
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